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Abstract—Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is an important kernel and its performance is critical for many applications.
Storage format selection is to select the best format to store a sparse matrix; it is essential for SpMV performance. Prior studies have
focused on predicting the format that helps SpMV run fastest, but have ignored the runtime prediction and format conversion overhead.
This work shows that the runtime overhead makes the predictions from previous solutions frequently sub-optimal and sometimes
inferior regarding the end-to-end time. It proposes a new paradigm for SpMV storage selection, an overhead-conscious method.
Through carefully designed regression models and neural network-based time series prediction models, the method captures the
influence imposed on the overall program performance by the overhead and the benefits of format prediction and conversions. The
method employs a novel two-stage lazy-and-light scheme to help control the possible negative effects of format predictions, and at the
same time, maximize the overall format conversion benefits. Experiments show that the technique outperforms previous techniques
significantly. It improves the overall performance of applications by 1.21X to 1.53X, significantly larger than the 0.83X to 1.25X
upper-bound speedups overhead-oblivious methods could give.
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1 INTRODUCTION

S PARSE matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is an impor-
tant kernel, and is widely used in many applications,

such as linear equation system solvers [1], machine learn-
ing [2], [3] and graph analytics [4], [5], [6]. Since its perfor-
mance is essential for these applications, it has motivated a
large volume of research on optimizing its performance [7],
[8], [9], [10], [11].

For the sparsity of matrices in SpMV, the matrices are
usually represented in a compact format in memory with
only non-zero elements stored. It saves space and also
reduces memory footprint. For instance, Coordinate (COO)
format uses three arrays to represent a sparse matrix, ex-
plicitly storing the row indices and column indices and
values of all non-zero entries in the sparse matrix. Figure 1
illustrates the format and several other formats.

Through the years, various storage formats have been
proposed for diverse application scenarios and computer
architectures [9], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. As
observed in numerous studies [9], [12], [18], [19], [21], [22],
[23], the different formats may substantially affect the data
locality, cache performance, and ultimately the end-to-end
performance of SpMV (for as much as several folds [12]).

Storage format selection is to the selection of the proper
format to represent sparse matrices in memory. The problem
is challenging. There is no single format that has been found
optimal for all sparse matrices. The proper format of a
matrix depends on many factors, including the character-
istics of the sparse matrix, the hardware architecture, the
implementation of the SpMV library, the application, and so
on.

The problem has drawn some prior research efforts. Li et
al. [12] have developed a decision tree-based classifier that,
for a given sparse matrix, predicts the storage format on
which SpMV runs fastest. Follow-up studies have built sim-
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rows = [0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3]
cols  = [0 1 1 2 0 2 3 1 3]
data = [1 5 2 6 8 3 7 9 4]

for(i = 0; i < nnzs; ++i) {  
y[rows[i]] += data[i]*x[cols[i]];

}  

ptr    = [0 2 4 7 9]
cols  = [0 1 1 2 0 2 3 1 3]
data = [1 5 2 6 8 3 7 9 4]

for(i = 0; i < m; ++i) {
for(j = ptr[i]; j < ptr[i+1]; ++j)       

y[i] += data[j] * x[cols[j]]; 
}

offsets=[-2 0 1]

data =
*  *  8  9
1  2  3  4
5  6  7  *

for(d = 0; d < ndiags; ++d) {   
k = offsets[d];    
istart = max(0, -k); jstart = max(0, k);  
L = min(m - istart, n - jstart);  
for(i = 0; i < L; ++i) {    
y[istart+i] += data[istart+d*max_dia+i] * 

x[jstart+i];   
}

}

Compute y = AxA =

Fig. 1: Three sparse matrix storage formats and their cor-
responding SpMV pseudo-code (adapted from [12]); rows,
cols, data record the row indices, column indices and values
of each nonzero element; ptr records the beginning positions
of each row in cols; offsets records the offsets of each diagonal
from the principal diagonal; nnzs: # non-zeros.

ilar predictors through other machine learning models [22],
[24], [25].

Despite promise results these work has shown, they
are all subject to an important limitation. They are over-
head oblivious—that is, none of them have considered the
implications of the overhead in employing the predictors
and in adopting their predictions including the substantial
overhead of the required format conversions.

We use Figure 2 to illustrate the principled issue. In prac-
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Fig. 2: The typical workflow for an application to benefit
from improved matrix formats, and the objectives targeted
by the previous studies and by this work.
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Fig. 3: The histogram of the overall speedups of program
PageRank when it uses a previous decision tree-based
predictor with an idealized 100% accuracy (for minimizing
Te in Figure 2). The annotated numbers indicate percentage
of samples with speedup < 1, = 1, > 1 respectively; < 1
means slowdown. CSR is the default format.

tical settings, the input matrix to an SpMV-based application
often comes with only one default storage format. To use a
better format, two steps have to happen, the prediction on
which format to use, and the conversion of the matrix into
that new format. In many cases, these two steps need to
happen during the execution of the application. The overall
time is hence the sum of these overheads (Tp for prediction
and Tc for conversion) and the execution time (Te) of the
SpMV on the new format.

Prior studies have all tried to build predictors to predict
the format that minimizes Te, ignoring the influence of
Tp and Tc, which together can be even longer than the
execution time of SpMV. As a result, even though previous
predictors appear to have a quite good prediction accuracy,
the formats predicted by them frequently give the inferior
performance in practical usage.

The problem is fundamental. As Figure 3 shows, even
if the prior method could achieve a perfect prediction ac-
curacy, the results from them could still cause significant
slowdowns to the overall executions.

The goal of this work is to solve the problem by putting
the overhead into consideration for SpMV storage format
prediction. The solution would need to create predictors that
can accurately predict the overall effects (rather than just
SpMV performance) of a new storage format.

Creating such a predictor is challenging. It faces a strand
of new complexities.

First, unlike in prior work, when the objective becomes
minimizing the overall time, matrix features are not suffi-
cient any more, because we need to compare the benefits
with runtime overhead. The quantitative benefits from a
new format of a matrix depending on how many times
SpMV gets called on the matrix, which depends on both
the matrix and the program code itself. A sparse matrix
is already difficult to characterize; adding program code
makes the development of the solution even harder.

Second, the creation of overhead-conscious predictors re-
quires an appropriate design strategy to deal with the
overhead. The overhead could be dealt with explicitly by,
for instance, building up one predictor for each kind of
overhead and then subtracting it from the predicted ben-
efits. It could also be dealt with implicitly by, for instance,
building up a single predictor that takes the features of the
input matrix and the program and predicts which format
gives the overall best performance. Different strategies have
different pros and cons. Understanding them and finding a
suitable strategy is the second open research problem.

Finally, no matter what strategy is used, we eventually
create some kind of predictor such that it can predict the
best format to use for a given sparse matrix. The problem
is that because such a predictor often has to run at the
program runtime and its overhead is non-trivial (as it often
requires extracting matrix features), its own overhead could
also get in the way. If its own overhead already exceeds the
benefits, the program would suffer slowdowns. If we create
another predictor Y ′ to predict whether it is worth to run the
format predictor, how do we deal with the overhead of that
new predictor Y ′? Creating yet another predictor Y ′′? How
about its own overhead? This could lead us into a chicken-
egg dilemma. How to effectively address this dilemma is
the third research problem.

The rest of this paper presents our solutions to these
challenges. Section 2 analyzes different strategies in creating
an overhead-conscious predictor. It points out their pros and
cons and gives an overview of our designed solution. The
solution treats overhead explicitly through three predictors,
respectively for conversion overhead, benefits to SpMV, and
loop trip counts predictions. It lists the major challenges for
materializing such a design effectively.

Section 3 describes our solution in detail. It presents a
simple method called lazy-and-light to address the aforemen-
tioned chicken-egg dilemma. The proposed method features
a loop trip count predictor and two regression-based predic-
tors in a two-stage scheme. The paper describes our efforts
for overcoming the various difficulties in constructing each
of the three predictors by exploring different methods for
building up these predictors, including the use of both mod-
ern Deep Learning methods (Long-Short Term Memory [26],
CNN [27]) as well as traditional methods.

Section 4 reports the detailed assessment of the quality
of the constructed predictors as well as the speedups the
technique brings to the executions of some real-world appli-
cations. Our predictors predict the normalized format con-
version time and the SpMV time with an average accuracy
greater than 88% in most cases. The proposed overhead-
conscious method improves the overall performance of ap-
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plications by 1.21X to 1.53X, significantly larger than the
0.83X to 1.25X upper-bound speedups overhead-oblivious
methods could give.

In summary, this paper makes the following major con-
tributions:

• It points out the importance and challenges of being
overhead-conscious for sparse matrix format selec-
tion.

• It analyzes the pros and cons of different design
choices for creating an overhead-conscious solution,
and then explains the reasons for favoring an explicit
treatment of the overhead.

• It proposes the first end-to-end overhead-conscious
solution for sparse matrix format selection, featuring
a lazy-and-light scheme for slowdown prevention.

• It presents the use of both deep learning and tradi-
tional time series and machine learning methods for
the creations of lightweight loop trip count predic-
tors and describes the construction of an ensemble
of predictive models for the effective cost-benefit
analysis for SpMV format selection.

• It gives a comprehensive evaluation of the technique
on 2757 matrices and four real-world applications,
demonstrating the significant benefits of the pro-
posed overhead-conscious method.

2 STRATEGIES AND CHALLENGES

As Figure 2 in Section 1 has mentioned, the runtime of
an SpMV-based program execution consists of the time to
predict what format of matrices is desirable, the time to
convert the matrix into that format, and the time to run the
SpMV-based program on the matrix in the new format. The
first two parts are runtime overhead.

We have considered various designs to treat the over-
head for minimizing the overall execution time.

2.1 Implicit Versus Explicit Treatment

The first set of designs we considered treat the overhead
implicitly. They directly predict the overall execution time
of the SpMV-based program.

For instance, one design we had is to train a predictor p
that takes a program code, the original matrix, and a certain
matrix format as input and predicts the overall runtime
of the program. It can be represented as the following
Toverall = p(G,A, f). The difficulty is that the predictor
must apprehend the influence of the features of the program
G, the matrix A, and the format f at the same time. All three
components could have many dimensions to consider, with
the program being the most complex component.1

An alternative design is to build a predictive model
pG specific to each given program G. As it is specific
to a particular program, it needs to learn only about the
influence of A and f : Toverall = pG(A, f), which simplifies
the construction process. However, the catch is the loss
of the generality of the constructed predictor. One would

1. A variant of the predictor is to directly predict which format is the
best (rather than time), which is still subject to the influence of all the
components.

need to go through the time-consuming process of predictor
construction for each program.

Overall, methods with an implicit treatment to overhead
suffer a tension between model generality and construction
complexity.

To address the tension, we use a design that takes an
explicit treatment to the overhead. This design is based on
a more detailed view of the overall program runtime. For
a given matrix used by one or more SpMV statements in a
program, if we allow format conversion of the matrix based
on some format selector, the whole program execution time
can be regarded as follows:

Toverall = Tpredict + Tconvert + (
∑
i

Tspmv(i) ∗Ni) + Tother,

(1)
where,

• Toverall: the overall execution time of the whole
program.

• Tpredict: the time to predict what format to use for a
given matrix.

• Tconvert: the time to convert the matrix into the
desired format.

• Tspmv(i): the runtime of the ith SpMV statement on
the matrix.

• Ni: the number of times the ith SpMV statement is
invoked on the matrix.

• Tother : the time spent by other parts of the program.

In all SpMV-based applications that we have examined,
Tother is largely independent to the matrix format as those
parts of code tend to use the SpMV results rather than the
matrix itself. For them, Tother can be ignored in the format
selection; we need to consider only the first three terms
on the right-hand-side of Toverall. So the goal becomes to
minimize

Taffected = Tpredict + Tconvert + (
∑
i

Tspmv(i) ∗Ni), (2)

Our design is to build separate predictors to directly
predict the overhead, single SpMV time Tspmv(i), and Ni

respectively. They each work across programs, matrices,
and formats, providing good generality. At the same time,
they avoid many complexities the implicit designs face. For
instance, the overhead and Tspmv(i) are not affected by the
features of the program G; Tconvert is determined by the
matrix and formats only; Tspmv(i) is determined by the
matrix and the used format only (for a given SpMV library);
Ni is influenced by the features of the program G and the
matrix, but is independent of the matrix formats.

Because of the strengths in both simplicity and generality
of the explicit design, we use it as the base for our developed
solution.

2.2 Challenges
To effectively materialize the design, there are three major
challenges.

(1) The first is that unlike previously built predictors
that give out qualitative prediction results (i.e., which
format works the best), the three predictors we need to
build are all quantitative predictors, giving out numerical
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predictions. Consequently, the machine learning methods
that showed effectiveness in the previous predictors can-
not be applied to our problem, and the features of ma-
trices/formats/programs may need to be reexamined for
the needs of predictors for overhead-conscious methods.
Identifying suitable machine learning methods and features
to use is the first question we must answer. This challenge
relates to the constructions of all our predictors.

(2) The second challenge is specific to the prediction
time Tpredict. It is the chicken-egg dilemma mentioned
in the introduction. The prediction time Tpredict could be
substantial as it typically requires the extraction of matrix
features. Because the prediction happens during runtime, if
the prediction result is to keep the format unchanged, the
prediction would incur only runtime overhead and result in
slowdowns to the program execution. If we add a predictor
for predicting Tpredict, that added prediction itself suffers
the same problem.

(3) The third challenge is specific to the prediction of Ni.
The value of Ni is usually determined by the tripcount(s)
of the loop(s) surrounding the call of SpMV. Predicting the
tripcount of a loop is not easy as it depends on the algorithm
implemented in the loop and the data involved in the loop
execution. The former varies from program to program, and
the latter varies even across the different runs of the same
program. How to automatically model the relations between
programs and loop tripcounts is a difficult problem—it is
in general equivalent to the halting problem the answer to
which is undecidable.

In the next section, we present our solution in detail and
explain how it addresses all the challenges.

3 OVERHEAD-CONSCIOUS PREDICTOR IN DETAIL

Previous format selection systems are oblivious to the over-
head terms, and only need to make qualitative predictions
(i.e., which format gives the shortest SpMV time). Hence,
they all formalize the problem as a classification problem. In
contrast, as the previous section has explained, when taking
the overhead into consideration, we need the predictors to
provide quantitative predictions. We can no longer model it
as a classification problem. Instead, we need to build regres-
sion models to predict numerical values. Regression models
are models that take in some feature values (which could
be numerical or categorical) and output some numerical
predictions. We next explain our regression-based solution.
We first present our two-stage lazy-and-light scheme and
how it helps with risk control, and then explain some other
important details in the predictors’ construction.

3.1 Two-Stage Lazy-and-Light Scheme

As the previous section has mentioned, one of the barriers
for deploying format predictors during runtime is that the
predictor’s own overhead could already cause large slow-
downs to the overall execution if the SpMV is called for
only a few times on a given matrix. It is primarily due to the
time needed for the predictor to extract the features from
the given matrix (running the predictor takes little time as
mentioned in the previous subsection.)

Run
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Fig. 4: The two-stage prediction system.

Our solution is a two-stage lazy-and-light scheme. As
Figure 4 shows, the scheme consists of two stages of predic-
tions. The first one is a lightweight predictor of the number
of times the SpMV gets called on a matrix. The second
stage does more sophisticated predictions and decides what
format is the best format to use. The first predictor serves
two purposes. First, by comparing the predicted value LC
to a threshold TH , it decides whether it is worthwhile to
invoke the second stage of prediction. If LC < TH , no
further prediction will be done and the program runs with
the default format; otherwise, the second-stage prediction
will be done, and depending on the prediction result, the
matrix may remain as it is or be converted to a new format
and used in the rest of the program execution. Second, if the
second stage is invoked, the predicted value LC is useful
for computing Ni (number of times SpMV runs on a certain
matrix) in the Equation (2), which is required in the format
selection.

Such a scheme is designed to prevent the large prediction
overhead from causing significant slowdowns when the
executions are short-run executions. For the scheme to work
effectively, it is important to ensure that the first stage takes
virtually no time but still can provide reasonably prediction
accuracy, and at the same time, the influence of its prediction
errors could be controlled as much as possible.

We have explored several ways to implement the first-
stage predictor. One method is to build it by modeling the
relations between the features of matrices and the tripcounts
of the SpMV-containing loops, such that the model can
predict the tripcounts for an arbitrary matrix given to that
loop.

However, the tripcounts are usually determined by the
convergence of the program and the convergence of many
applications depends on the dynamic value of the data.
Our attempts on directly using matrix features to build pre-
dictors (through XGBoost) showed poor prediction results
for tripcounts. The method also incurs substantial runtime
overhead as it needs the collection of matrix features.

We eventually settled on the following time-series–based
lazy predictor and found it meets our needs well. We
observe that the loop surrounding SpMV in an SpMV-based
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application is often a loop for convergence, thus the loop
tripcount is determined by the convergence of the algorithm
and implementation. In a linear solver, for instance, each
iteration of the loop computes the error from the current
solution and the loop terminates when the error is smaller
than a predefined threshold. We call the error the progress
indicator of the loop. Other kinds of applications may have
other kinds of progress indicators.

For example, in Figure 5, a CG linear solver is applied to
solve the equation Ax = b for the unknown x. Figure 5
shows the residual error along the iteration number for
three instances of the (A,b) pairs. In this example, the
progress indicators are the residual error traces. In the first
and second examples, the algorithm converges within a loop
tripcount of 83 and 487, respectively, while in the third ex-
ample, the algorithm diverges until the maximum tripcount
10000 is reached. So the intuition is that the convergence
may be implied by the patterns and trends of the progress
indicators.

Our solution is to build up a predictor that predicts the
total number of iterations based on the sequences of the
progress indicators of the first k iterations of the loop. Its
usage will be lazy in the sense that it is invoked in execution
of the target program only after the first k iterations of the
loop have passed and their progress indicators are revealed.

Such a lazy design has three benefits. First, it avoids
the slowdowns that the prediction (and prediction errors)
may cause to the loop if the loop has very few (less than
k) iterations. For such short loops, even small runtime over-
head could have some significant impact. Second, as the col-
lected progress indicators reflect the dynamic behaviors of this
current execution, they provide the predictors with clues
specific to this run. Finally, the constructed predictor runs
quickly. It does not need extracting features from matrices.
It only needs to record several values of the progress indicator
and then do several linear algebraic calculations. They take
virtually no time compared to an SpMV execution.

3.2 The First-Stage Prediction

In this part, we will describe the loop tripcount prediction
model in detail. The input of the prediction model is a
series of values that the progress indicator of the loop takes
at the first number of iterations of the loop. We treat the
problem as a time series prediction problem. Our initial
design [28] employs auto-regressive integrated moving av-

erage (ARIMA) model [29], which fits linear models to time
series data to predict future points in the series.

ARIMA does not give us accurate predictions (detailed
in Section 4.3). We later resort to Deep Neural Networks
(DNNs), specifically, the recurrent neural networks (RNNs)
and the convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which both
have shown promising results in other time series prediction
problems [26], [27], [30]. Thanks to their high learning capac-
ity for modeling nonlinear systems, these DNN methods
give much better prediction results. We hence concentrate
the description to these DNN-based models.

3.2.1 Prediction with CNNs
A CNN usually consists of a stack of layers of nodes. In
Figure 6, the leftmost layer is the input level, with each
node representing one element in the input vector (e.g., one
point in the time series), the rightmost is the output level,
with each node representing the predicted probability for
the input to belong to one of two classes. The output layer
of a CNN gives the final prediction, while the other layers
gradually extract out the critical features from the input. A
CNN may consist of mixed types of layers, some for sub-
sampling results (pooling layers), some for non-linear trans-
formations. Convolution layers are of the most importance,
in which, convolution shifts a small window (called a filter)
across the input, and at each position, it computes the dot
product between the filter and the input elements covered
by the filter. In Figure 6, the weights of every three edges
connecting three input nodes with one layer-2 node form
the filter 〈w1, w2, w3〉 at that level. The size of the filter is
then 3 in this example. The result of a convolution layer
is called an activation map. Multiple filters can be used in
one convolution layer, which will then produce multiple
activation maps. The last layer (i.e., the output layer) usually
has a full connection with the previous layer.

… …

convolution pool fully connected

x1
x2
x3

xm

w1
w2
w3 w1w2 w3

w1
w2
w3

x4

…

Fig. 6: A 1-dimensional convolutional network.

Our CNN predicator is a regressor since it predicts the
continuous value instead of the classification label. The
input is the progress indicators of the length of k and the
output is the predicted tripcount. We build the CNN model
based on [30] and an example structure is shown in Table 1.
The CNN model has two one-dimensional convolutional
layers and a fully connected layer. The size of the filter
is constantly 5 for all the convolutional layers. The k is a
tunable parameter and is chosen as 32.

3.2.2 Prediction with RNNs
An RNN architecture is a repetition of the same struc-
tures. Each unit structure corresponds to a one-time step.
Figure 7 shows the diagram of a basic RNN layer. The
〈x1, x2, . . . , xt〉 is the input sequence of t time steps and
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TABLE 1: The structure of the CNN prediction model. Layer
1 is the input layer and layer 6 is the output layer.

Layer
No. Layer Output

Shape
No. of
filters

No. of
Params

1 Conv1D 32 8 48
2 MaxPooling 16 8 0
3 Conv1D 16 8 328
4 MaxPooling 8 8 0
5 Flatten 64 N/A 0
6 Dense 1 N/A 65
- Total N/A N/A 441

〈y1, . . . , yt〉 is the output of this RNN layer. The ht in each
unit is called the memory cell and holds the state for that
time step.

At each time step, the ht is calculated using the pre-
vious ht−1, current input xt, and the associated weights
corresponding to the connections. After that, yt is calculated
using ht and the associated weights. In practice, RNN layers
are commonly stacked to form a multilayer RNN. Long
Short Term Memory networks(LSTMs) [26] are efficient im-
plementations of RNNs to deal with the gradient vanishing
problem of the plain RNNs.

In the tripcount prediction problem, the input sequence
is the progress indicator trace. Therefore, the trace length k
determines the number of time steps. In our solution, the
loop tripcount predictor is a two-layer LSTM network with
the specification shown in the Table 2. The k is also chosen
as 32 here.

Fig. 7: A basic recurrent neural network.

TABLE 2: The structure of an LSTM prediction model.

Layer
No. Layer Output

Shape
No. of
Params

1 Input 32, 1 0
2 LSTM 32, 40 6720
3 LSTM 1, 40 12960
4 Dense 1 41
- Total N/A 19721

3.2.3 DNN Model Training
The training process for both DNN models is similar. The
main task is to determine the proper values of the parame-
ters in the connections or filters (i.e., weights on the edges of
the networks). In training, all the parameters in the network
are initialized with some random values, which are refined
iteratively by learning from training inputs. Each training
input has a target. For a classification problem, it is the

ground truth of its class, for regression problem, it is the
value of the target output. The forward propagation on
input through the network gives a prediction; its difference
from its target gives the prediction error. The training pro-
cess (via back propagation) revises the network parameters
iteratively to minimize the overall error on the training
inputs. In using the DNNs, only forward propagation is
needed to get the prediction.

3.2.4 Discussion
Thanks to the fact that the progress indicator trace is just
a one-dimensional sequence of short length, our DNN-
based predictors are lightweight in terms of the number of
parameters and thus the execution time.

We make three notes. First, the goal of the two-stage
scheme is not to ensure no slowdown (which could be easily
achieved by avoiding any prediction or format conversion)
but to maximize the overall speedups while avoiding large
slowdowns in the unfavorable cases. The second stage of
the prediction gets used only if the first stage predicts, after
the first k iterations of the loop, that the loop will run
for at least another TH iterations. We empirically set both
k and TH to 15 in our implementations. Second, we do
not claim the novelty of the time-series method for loop
tripcount prediction. The approach shares lots of common-
ality with many other time-series–based program behavior
predictions. The main contribution in this part is that we go
around the prediction overhead dilemma through this lazy-
and-light two-stage design. Finally, our discussion focuses
on convergence loops. For regular for loops, the problem is
easier; the loop tripcount can be directly attained from the
loop bounds at runtime.

3.3 The Second-Stage Prediction and Feature Selec-
tion

The second stage predicts the best format to use. Recall
that our original goal is to find the format to minimize
Taffected in Equation 2. By this time, the first-stage prediction
has already decided to run the second-stage prediction. So
the same Tpredict is incurred no matter what format the
predictor chooses. Therefore, the original goal is equivalent
to minimize

Tconvert +
∑
i

Tspmv(i) ∗Ni.

We observe that if we divide the goal formula with
a constant (normalization), the result of minimizing the
normalized value is equivalent to minimizing the original
formula.

This observation is useful because, in our explorations,
we found that directly predicting Tconvert and Tspmv(i) is
not as easy as predicting their normalized values.In our
work, we use the Tspmv(CSR) as the normalizer. The plau-
sible reason is that some environment biases common to the
three times are canceled out by the divisions.

So, we build two predictors for the second stage predic-
tion. They respectively predict the normalized conversion
time and the normalized SpMV time on each matrix format.
For a given old matrix format and a new format, both
normalized times are primarily determined by the matrix
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features. The predictors are regression models on matrix
features, constructed with XGBoost. XGBoost [31] is one
of the most widely used tree boosting packages, and has
repeatedly proven competitive in many previous machine
learning tasks [32], [33]. Meanwhile, it is based on a collec-
tion of simple tree structures and runs efficiently.

The construction process is straightforward. For in-
stance, for the predictor of normalized Tconvert from given
old to new formats, we collect the normalized Tconvert
values on many matrices. For each, we create a tuple
(feature1, feature2, · · · , featurem, normalized Tconvert),
where featurei is the value of the ith feature of the
matrix. XGBoost then takes these tuples as training data
and automatically constructs the predictor that predicts the
normalized Tconvert from the features of an arbitrarily given
matrix.

The main challenge in building the regression models is
on the identification of the important features of a sparse
matrix. The feature should capture the characteristics of the
matrix for the studied problem well. On the other hand,
more features may increase the feature extraction overhead
and artificially increase the needed number of training data
to form the predictor. So the optimal choice of features is a
trade-off among expressiveness, cost, and simplicity.

Prior studies [7], [12], [34] have proposed more than 60
features to store the meta information about a matrix. It is
essential to find those that are important for our predictors.
Fortunately, a benefit of using ensembles of decision tree
methods like XGBoost is that they can automatically deter-
mine feature importance from a trained predictive model.
To be specific, an XGBoost model is built using the whole
feature set in Table 3. As a side product, the importance
score of each feature can be calculated by the algorithm,
allowing features to be ranked and compared to each other.
The importance score indicates how useful each feature is in
the construction of the tree-boosting model. Features with
low importance score can be automatically pruned until the
minimal set of features is retained without sacrificing the
prediction performance.

In addition to the feature selection, some other standard
methods are used in our predictors’ constructions, including
grid search for parameter auto-tuning and cross-validation
for overfitting prevention.

The deployment of the overhead-conscious method is
currently through library. For a given application, to use the
method for runtime format selection and conversion, the
user just needs to replace the original SpMV call with our
customized SpMV call, and insert code to record the values
of the progress indicator of the surrounding loop. The cus-
tomized SpMV call adds a wrapper to SpMV such that when
the appropriate conditions are met, it calls the construction
of Stage-1 predictor, or calls the Stage-2 predictor (which
needs to be built only once on the system of interest) and the
format conversion when necessary. The simplified pseudo-
code in Algorithm 1 demonstrates how to deploy the SpMV
format selection process on an application PageRank.

4 EVALUATION

In this section, we report the evaluations of the efficacy
of the proposed overhead-conscious format selection for
SpMV-based applications.

TABLE 3: The full set of candidate features of a matrix.

Parameter Meaning

M number of rows

N number of columns

NNZ number of nonzeros (NZ)
Ndiags number of diagonals

NTdiags ratio the ratio of ”true” diagonals (occupied mostly by
NZ) to total diagonals

aver RD average number of NZ per row

max RD maximum number of NZ per row

min RD minimum number of NZ per row

dev RD the deviation of number of NZ per row

aver CD average number of NZ per column

max CD maximum number of NZ per column

min CD minimum number of NZ per column

dev CD the deviation of number of NZ per column

ER DIA the ratio of NZs in DIA data structure

ER RD the ratio of NZs in row-packed structure

ER CD the ratio of NZs in column-packed structure

row bounce average diff. between NNZs of adjacent rows

col bounce average diff. between NNZs of adjacent cols

d density of NNZ in the matrix

cv normalized variation of NNZ per row

max mu max RD − aver RD

blocks number of non zero blocks
mean neighbor average number of NZ neighbors of an element

4.1 Experimental setup

4.1.1 Hardware
The evaluations are on a CPU-GPU platform as detailed in
Table 4.

TABLE 4: Hardware platforms used in the experiments.

Intel® CPU NVIDIA® GPU

CPU Xeon E5-1607 GeForce GTX
TITAN X

Freq. 3.00 GHz 1.08 GHz

Cores 4 3072

Memory 16GB DDR3 1.9
GHz

12GB GDDR5
3.5 GHz

Memory
Band-
width

34.1 GB/s 168 GB/s

OS/Driver Ubuntu 16.04 CUDA 8.0

Compiler GCC (6.2) NVCC (8.0)

4.1.2 Library, Formats, Applications
As Figure 1 has shown, different formats require SpMV to
be coded differently. To evaluate the speedups of SpMV
brought by format predictions, we need to use an SpMV
library that can work with multiple matrix formats.
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Algorithm 1 The demonstration of the deployment of the
overhead-conscious format selection on an simplified appli-
cation PageRank.

1: initialization
2: format = ”CSR” // default
3: for iter ← 0 to maxNumLoops do
4: // original loop body
5: kernel(format).spmv(inMatixPtr, inVectorPtr, out-

VectorCPtr);
6: calcSum(damping, outVectorPtr, sum);
7: err = l2Norm(inVectorPtr, sum);
8: inVectorPtr = sum;
9: if err < tolerant then

10: break
11: // Start of deployment of format selection
12: if iter < k then
13: indicators.append(err)
14: if iter == k then
15: //stage 1 prediction
16: N = loopCountPredict(indicators);
17: if N > NThreshold then
18: // stage 2 prediction
19: formatNew = formatPredict(inMatixPtr, N);
20: if formatNew! = format then
21: format = formatConvert(inMatixPtr);
22: //End of deployment of format selection

In our evaluation, we focus on the CUDA-based SpMV
libraries on the NVIDIA GPU. We adopt the NVIDIA® CUSP
library [35], which supports COO, CSR, DIA, ELL, HYB
formats. We supplement it with the cuSPARSE library [36]
to support the BSR format. A previous work reports some
promising performance of a new format CSR5 over some
alternative formats and publishes the implementation [16].
We include its CUDA implementation to support CSR5 for-
mat. Format conversions are through the functions included
in CUSP which runs on GPU. The set of formats covered
in this study are limited to the formats supported by these
existing libraries. The support of these covered formats by
these (commercial) libraries indicates their competitiveness
and general applicability. The set unavoidably leaves some
formats uncovered. With the idea verified, the approach can
be easily extended to the selection of other formats.

CSR is the most commonly used default format in SpMV-
based applications. It is hence used as the default format in
our experiments.

We create a simple software framework, named
SpMVframe, to help with a focused study of SpMV per-
formance. It consists of a loop with adjustable upperbound
that surrounds a call to SpMV. In addition, we evaluate
the technique on four real-world SpMV-based applications:
PageRank [4] is the popular web page ranking algorithm,
BiCGSTAB [37] implements the bi-conjugate gradient sta-
bilized method, CG [38] is a conjugate gradient method,
GMRES [39] is a linear equation system solver based on the
generalized minimum residual method. The PageRank pro-
gram is modified from an existing CUDA implementation
[40] and the three linear solvers are based on the implemen-
tation from the Paralution project [41]. The modifications

TABLE 5: The conversion (CSR to other formats) time nor-
malized by a single SpMV on CSR.

Other format Conversion cost

COO 9
DIA 270
ELL 102
HYB 147
BSR 37
CSR5 26

are for instrumenting the application to record the progress
indicator and the iteration number at runtime.

Besides, the DNN-based loop tripcount predictors are
built with the TensorFlow [42] framework.

4.1.3 Dataset
Our experiments use the dataset from the SuiteSparse ma-
trix collection [43]. These matrices include the 2757 real-
world matrices (which were also used in the previous
studies [12], [22]).

In our evaluation of the prediction model, we run the
SpMV on all the matrices of all formats2. However, not all
runs are valid as some formats impose extra limitations
on matrices. For example, the DIA and ELL require the
fill ratio (the ratio of zeros to be padded in the storage)
is within some threshold. Some applications (e.g., linear
solver) works on only matrices meeting certain conditions.
Only valid runs are considered in the performance compar-
isons; more details are given during our following result
discussions.

4.1.4 Cross Validation
For the evaluations on the SpMV format prediction, we
separate testing data from training data through 5-fold
cross-validations.

4.2 Impact of the Overhead on Format Selection
We first measure the impact of the format conversion
overhead on format selection. This part uses no prediction
but actual performance measurements. As Table 5 shows,
converting a matrix to a different format takes a lot of time,
equaling 9-270 calls of SpMV. The time differs across differ-
ent formats. As a result, the format minimizing SpMV often
does not give the best overall performance. It is reflected
by the largely different distributions of matrices shown
in Table 6 in terms of their favorite formats in overhead-
conscious (OC) and overhead-oblivious (OO) cases. Table 6
also shows that when overhead is considered, the best
format changes with the number of iterations of the SpMV-
surrounding loop (format conversion is done only once for
a matrix in a run). These results confirm the importance of
being overhead conscious in selecting matrix storage format.

4.3 Performance Comparison of Loop Tripcount Pre-
dictors
As mentioned, our overhead-conscious solution consists of
two stages. The first stage is a gateway mostly based on loop

2. For BSR, we choose the block size of 4 which shows statistically
best performance
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TABLE 6: The number of matrices that favor each of the
formats in the conversion overhead-oblivious (OO) and
overhead-conscious cases (when the loop has 100 or 1000
iterations).

Format OO OC (Iter=100) OC
(Iter=1000)

CSR 195 1490 965
DIA 30 6 27
ELL 107 0 76
HYB 54 4 13
BSR 943 201 632
CSR5 582 210 198

tripcount prediction. It is application specific. The second
stage consists of our primary predictors that deal with the
trade-off between format conversion overhead and conver-
sion benefits. In this part, we will evaluate the performance
of the loop tripcount predictor in the first-stage.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of the PageRank
application. The most time-consuming part is the SpMV
operation in line 4, surrounded by a loop. Algorithm 3
shows the pseudo code for the BiCGSTAB linear solver.
Similarly, the SpMV operations in line 5, 6, 7, 9, 13 dominate
the execution time. Such code patterns are representative for
SpMV-based applications and also appear in the other two
applications we have tested.

Algorithm 2 PageRank algorithm

Input: Sparse matrix AN×N , damping factor d, conver-
gence error ε

Output: Vector R(n)

1: procedure PAGERANK
2: R(0)[i]← 1/N,∀i ∈ {1...n}
3: repeat
4: R(k+1) ← (1− α)R0 + d(AT ×R(k))
5: until |R(k+1) −R(k)| < ε

Algorithm 3 BICGSTAB algorithm

1: procedure BICGSTAB
2: r0 = b−Ax0, choose r′0: r0 · r′0 6= 0
3: Set p0 = r0
4: for j = 0, 1, . . . do
5: αj = (rj · r′0)/((Apj) · r′0))
6: sj = rj − αjApj

7: ωj = ((Asj) · sj)/((Asj) ·Asj)
8: xj+1 = xj + αpj + ωjsj
9: rj+1 = sj − ωjAsj

10: if ‖rj+1‖/‖r0‖ < ε0 then
11: break
12: βj = (αj/ωj)× (rj+1 · r′0)/(rj · r′0)
13: pj+1 = rj+1 + βj(pj − ωjApj)

14: x = xj+1

The convergence checking statements in those appli-
cations give the progress indicators for the Stage-1 predic-
tor to use for its prediction of loop tripcounts. The four
applications exhibit different patterns in loop tripcounts.
PageRank has a quite stable pattern, with loop tripcounts

in the range of [1, 93], while BiCGSTAB shows a much larger
range [1, 100000] (100000 is the preset upper bound).

4.3.1 Data Normalization
Since the range of values of the progress indicators and
tripcounts vary widely, they need to be normalized to make
the deep learning models work properly. Following the
common practice in DNN, we normalize the values to the
range [-1, 1] through Algorithm 4. The normalization is
asymmetric such that small values can get zoomed in after
normalization; for many applications (e.g., linear solvers),
the values of interest are residual errors in a converging
process, and those values tend to be small for most iterations
of the convergence loop. The asymmetric normalization
helps preserve their influence when predictors are being
constructed. For instance, Figure 8 depicts the residual
errors of the CG linear solver applied on the BCSSTK01
matrix [43] before and after the normalization. The segment
with residuals smaller than the initial residual becomes
more prominent after the normalization, increasing their
influence in the DNN learning process. This normalization
algorithm is used in Algorithm 3 for normalizing progress
indicator values.

Algorithm 4 Normalization of residual errors in Algo-
rithm 3. k error points is recorded in the first k iterations.

1: Initial residual error r0 = 1
2: procedure NORMALIZE
3: for all ri do
4: if ri ≤ r0 then
5: r′i = ri/r0 − 1
6: else
7: r′i = (ri − r0)/(maxj=1,k(rj)− r0)

0

200

400

600 Original

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
tripcount

1

0

1
Normalized

Fig. 8: Example of the residual error normalization.

For the prediction target—that is, loop tripcounts, we
normalize it to the range of [0, 1] using Min-Max normaliza-
tion. Because the maximum tripcount can be very large, we
apply log scaling before the normalization to help reduce
the variation.

4.3.2 Prediction Accuracy
In collecting the dataset for training and testing the stage 1
predictors, we run the application of interest on the valid
matrices. The target applications are instrumented so that
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the progress indicators for the first k iterations and the total
loop tripcount l are recorded. For each matrix, we get a
tuple < e1, e2, ..., ek, l >, where the progress indicators ei’s
form the k-sized feature vector and the ground-truth loop
tripcount l is the label. These tuples form the dataset for
stage 1. We further split it into the training set and testing
set in the cross-validation.

It is worth noting that we train a predictor separately
for each application, for two reasons. First, the ground-
truth loop tripcount is determined by the convergence of the
specific application. Second, many applications have special
requirements for their input matrices (e.g., symmetric, posi-
tive definite, etc).

For both the CNN and DNN models, we use the classic
design—a stack of layers or cells. The DNN models have
some hyper-parameters including the size of DNN models
(i.e., the number of layers and the size of each layer and
filter) and k (the number of iterations before stage 1 predic-
tion starts). Generally speaking, a larger network has more
learning capacity but also requires more training data and
incurs higher runtime overhead. Note that the value of k
affects the structure (# of CNN layers or LSTM cells) of the
best DNN for the prediction for its impact on the size of the
inputs to the DNN models.

There is a tension on the value of k. The larger it is,
the more data the predictors can use for more accurate
prediction, but at the same time, the fewer iterations of
the loop can benefit from the prediction. In addition, a
larger k in general leads to a more complex DNN model
which increases the runtime overhead. The best value of k is
determined during the model construction process through
an empirical search. By trying a list of options (5-30 in step
5), we observed 20 as an overall best choice.

To evaluate the performance of the predictors, we com-
pare the prediction accuracy in terms of the relative error in
Equation (3). Table 7 reports the average prediction errors
of the CNN model, the LSTM model and the ARIMA model
for each benchmark. Relative error in Equation (3) is used.
The second column shows the number of tested matrices
for each application. (Recall that only matrices meeting the
input requirements of a benchmark are tested on that bench-
mark.) The third and fourth columns show the average
and standard deviation of loop tripcounts respectively. The
results are based on the 5-fold cross-validation, with 80%
as the training data and the rest as the testing data in each
round. The two DNN models outperform ARIMA signif-
icantly, confirming their advantages in modeling complex
non-linear relations over traditional time series methods.
Among all the benchmarks, PageRank is the easiest to pre-
dict for its small variations of loop tripcounts across runs on
different matrices. To help examine the error distributions
of the two DNN models on the other three benchmarks,
Figure 9 plots their prediction errors on the three more
challenging benchmarks.

Overall, the CNN model shows the best prediction ac-
curacy for all benchmarks. In addition, the CNN model
is faster to train and to use than the LSTM model, for its
smaller size as Table 2 and Table 1 have shown. We hence
choose the CNN model as our final loop tripcount predictor
in our solution.

It is important to note that our ultimate goal is to de-
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Fig. 9: Loop tripcount prediction errors. The x-axis is the
actual loop tripcounts (in log2-scale).

cide whether to do the predictions and format conversions,
rather than to get the precise loop tripcounts. Hence, there
is a substantial amount of slack for tolerating tripcount
prediction errors. For instance, even though a prediction
of 10 for a 2-iteration loop means a 400% prediction error,
the predictor still makes the right decision that no further
predictions or conversions should be done as the loop is too
small (smaller than the threshold). For a loop, tripcounts
of 1000 and 2000 could lead to the same conclusion for
our ultimate questions as they are both so large that the
overhead in predictions and format conversions is trivial
compared to the benefits. More specifically, for our Stage-1
predictor, the predicted tripcount is taken to compare with
the threshold TH to decide whether it is worth proceeding
into the more costly Stage-2 prediction. In this evaluation,
both the pre-execution iteration number k and the threshold
TH are chosen as 32 empirically. The optimal tuning of
these parameters is left for future exploration.

So despite the sometimes quite big errors in the pre-
dicted tripcounts, our Stage-1 predictor correctly predicts
whether the tripcounts (after the first stage) of the loop
exceed the threshold in most of the times.
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TABLE 7: Prediction errors of different models. Both CNN and LSTM models are trained for 5000 epochs (LC: loop
tripcount).

Application No. of matrices Avg. of LC Std. of LC Prediction error

CNN LSTM ARIMA

PageRank 1496 50.04 19.90 9.1% 9.7% 17%
BiCGSTAB 466 1203.80 2588.45 33.3% 38.0% 62%

CG 181 3634.37 4328.96 20.9% 34.2% 78%
GMRES 478 7816.46 4058.95 16.2% 21.3% 102%

4.4 Performance Comparison of Primary Predictors
In this part, we give a focused study on the quality of the
primary predictors, and compare the format they select with
those from previous overhead-oblivious methods. The next
section will report the performance of the whole overhead-
conscious solution on real applications.

We use our SpMVframe for this study; by allowing easy
change of loop bounds, it makes it convenient to examine
the tradeoff between conversion overhead and benefits.

4.4.1 Prediction Accuracy and Speedup Comparisons
Recall that the primary predictors predict the normalized
format conversion time and the normalized SpMV time on
the new format. We use relative error as the metric, defined
as

|predicted value− actual value|
actual value

. (3)

Table 8 reports the relative errors of the predictions
by our primary predictors on each of the studied matrix
formats. The accuracy is over 88% in most cases.

TABLE 8: Prediction errors of normalized format
conversion time and SpMV time

Format No. of ma-
trices

Error of conv.
time

Error of
SpMV time

COO 1911 9.6% 18.0%
CSR 1911 8.1% 7.0%
DIA 630* 8.8% 8.3%
ELL 1331* 8.6% 10.0%
HYB 1911 8.3% 8.0%
BSR 1911 10.7% 15.0%
CSR5 1911 13.9% 11.5%

*The library allows only matrices meeting certain condi-
tions (e.g., number of diagonals exceeds 20% for DIA) for
DIA and ELL.

Figure 10 shows that the predictions are sufficient for the
primary predictors to select the best matrix formats correctly
in most cases, and produces significant speedups. The bars
in Figure 10 report the speedups obtained in three ways.
The SpeedupOC bars are the speedups from our primary
predictors. The TBOC bars are the upperbounds of the
overhead-conscious method—that is, when the primary pre-
dictors have a perfect prediction accuracy. The TBOO bars
are the upperbounds of the results from overhead-oblivious
methods, which are obtained by picking the format that
actually minimizes SpMV time (without considering format
conversion time).

As the results in Figure 10 show, because of the impact
of the conversion overhead, the decisions from TBOO cause
large slowdowns when the SpMV-enclosing loop has a

small number of iterations. When the number of iterations
gets large, the speedups from that method is still lower
than what the overhead-conscious method achieves. The
difference between the SpeedupOC bars and the TBOC bars
shows that the speedup loss due to the prediction error of
our primary predictors is small across all different numbers
of loop iterations. The results indicate the importance of
being overhead-conscious, and suggest that the predictions
from our primary predictors are accurate enough to keep
most benefits of overhead-conscious matrix format selec-
tion.
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Fig. 10: The comparison of speedups based on SpMVframe.
The baseline is the performance on the default CSR format.

4.4.2 Feature Importance
Thanks to the tree-based structure of XGBoost, the predictor
construction process can report the importance of each fea-
ture of the input matrix. Figure 11 shows the ranked list of
the features that are the most important for the DIA and BSR
formats in the Tspmv prediction. The importance of features
varies from format to format. For the DIA format, the most
important feature is Ndiags, while for the BSR format, the
most important features are aver RD and block ratio due to
its block based storage format.

4.5 Performance on Entire Applications
In this part, we report the overall speedups our solution
brings to four real-world applications.

The prediction errors raised in the first and second stages
have some influence on the overall benefits of the predic-
tions, but the overall results still remain positive. Table 9
(the SpeedupOC column) shows the average speedups our
method brings to the whole program executions (all run-
time overhead is counted.) We also report the upperbound
speedups (the TBOC column) of our method when there
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Fig. 11: Examples of feature importance ranking for Tspmv .

are no prediction errors and the upperbound speedups
(the TBOO column) of overhead-oblivious methods. Again,
the performance of the default CSR format is used as
the baseline. The prediction errors reduce the speedups
of the overhead-conscious method to a certain degree.
However, even with that influence, the overhead-conscious
method still significantly outperforms the upperbounds of
the overhead-oblivious methods. The average speedups are
significant, ranging from 1.21X to 1.53X.

TABLE 9: Speedup of applications.

Application Speedup

TBOO TBOC SpeedupOC

PageRank 1.08 1.57 1.53
BiCGSTAB 1.25 1.41 1.35

CG 0.83 1.24 1.21
GMRES 1.01 1.29 1.27

Table 10 shows the distributions of the selected for-
mats. Figure 12 shows the histogram of the speedup for
PageRank. Compared with Figure 3, our selector largely
avoids performance slowdowns caused by unnecessary for-
mat conversions. Selected new formats work well for most
cases.

Table 11 reports the details of the predictions on several
matrices of different sizes and densities. The consideration
of overhead leads our predictor to select entirely different
formats from those selected by the ideal overhead-oblivious
method on four out of the five matrices. For instance, on

TABLE 10: The numbers of matrices that favor each of the
formats in the four applications.

Applications PageRank BiCG CG GMRES

Schemes OO OC OO OC OO OC OO OC

F CSR 71 313 32 117 36 119 117 271
o DIA 12 1 8 1 8 5 9 7
r ELL 38 3 9 6 27 19 17 10
m HYB 24 1 4 0 12 4 8 3
a BSR 367 129 166 90 115 47 291 167
t CSR5 86 151 31 37 7 11 48 32
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Fig. 12: The histogram of the overall speedups of program
PageRank when it uses our OC format selector predictor.
CSR is the default format.

matrix shallow_water2, even though HYB can make the
SpMV run faster, our stage-1 predictor correctly predicts
that it is not worthwhile because the runtime overhead
would outweigh the benefits. By leaving the format un-
changed, it avoids the substantial slowdowns the overhead-
oblivious method incurs. Because stage-1 predictor takes
virtually no time, it adds no noticeable overhead to the
program execution. The stage-2 predictor has larger over-
head (about 2X–4X SpMV time) as it needs to extract matrix
features. However, the two-stage design and the lazy-and-
light scheme ensure that it does not get invoked in short
program executions, as in the shallow_water2 case.

Overall, the upperbounds of speedups that previous
overhead-oblivious methods can bring are only 0.83X–1.25X.
(Recall that less than one means slowdown.) In contrast, our
method, on average, improves the overall performance of
applications by 1.21X–1.53X. The results demonstrate that
the proposed method is effective in overcoming the limita-
tions of prior methods in selecting the storage format for
SpMV-based applications. The experiments focus on GPU,
but as SpMV selection is also important for CPU [12], [44],
we expect that the technique could help CPU executions as
well; the exploration is left for future studies.

Regarding the prediction overhead, the time of both the
DNN models and the XGBoost model is constantly less than
5ms. Finally, the feature extraction overhead varies with a
range of 2X–4X of an SpMV call.

5 RELATED WORK

There has been a number of studies on format selection for
SpMV. For example, the SMAT work [12] built a decision
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TABLE 11: Speedup comparison for selected matrices.

Application Matrix NNZ Row(Col) Iter FormatOO FormatOC SpeedupOO SpeedupOC

PageRank nlpkkt120 95117792 3542400 49 ELL CSR5 0.89 1.297
PageRank shipsec1 3568176 140874 48 CSR5 CSR5 1.17 1.17
PageRank pwtk 11524432 217918 46 BSR CSR5 0.95 1.245
BiCGSTAB shallow water2 81920 327680 11 HYB CSR 0.03 1.0

CG torso3 259156 4429042 45 ELL CSR5 0.93 1.49

tree for selecting the best storage format for sparse matrix
storage. A similar model was used in another study [22].
SVM classification was applied in some other work [24]. An-
other recent study [25] explored different machine learning
models on matrix format selection and showed promising
performance with XGBoost ensembles.

None of these studies have taken the overhead into
account when predicting the best format. A recent work [44]
discusses the “break-even point”, which is the minimal
number of SpMV calls needed for the conversion benefits to
outweigh the overhead. This concept is overhead conscious,
but the work does not integrate it into the prediction model,
leaving the decision to users.

There are some other efforts trying to optimize the
computations over sparse matrices, including building au-
tomatically performance tuning (auto-tuning) systems [12],
[18], [19], [22], designing new sparse formats [9], [14], [15],
and hand-tuning input- or architecture-related features [8],
[9], [45].

In a broader scope, there has been a large body of work
applying machine learning techniques to solve program
optimization difficulties. Examples include some on algo-
rithmic selections [46], [47], some on improving lower-level
compiler optimizations [48], [49], [50], [51], and some on
dynamic compilations and adaptations [52].

6 CONCLUSION

This paper has provided the first systematic exploration
on how to construct overhead-conscious selectors of matrix
format for SpMV-based programs. SpMV is important, but
there are many other uses of sparse matrices. We foresee that
the potential of the proposed techniques and methods (e.g.,
the two-stage lazy-and-light scheme, the explicit treatment
of online overhead) may go well beyond SpMV format
selection (e.g., selection of the best linear solvers for a given
matrix [53].) How to unleashing the potential is left for
future explorations.
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